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Now you see it, now you don't. 

The Big Brother police spy camera on top of the 
Royal Bank building across the street from 
Camegie disappeared last week as suddenly as it 
had appeared the week before. 
Police removed the camera just two days after a 

protest demonstration organized by VANDU, the 
Urban Youth Alliance and other individuals against 
this blatant intrusion on privacy. Residents who 
picketed the bank building made the point that the 
surveillance camera had been installed without any 
community consultation, something that would not 
be allowed in any other neighbourhood 
Neither the police nor the Royal Bank would 
really explain themselves, other than to say that 
they were conducting a "pilot project ." 

What was the camera supposed to accomplish, 
anyway? Main and Hastings is already the most 
watched intersection in the city. The copshop is 
less than a block away, and there are more police 
and rent-a-cops here than anywhere else. 
Camegie's front-door staff are also keeping an 
eye on things, working to ensure the safety of 
residents passing through the intersection. 

In fact, the spy camera made no difference to the 
street scene. The activity continued as if nobody 
was watching. All the camera did was bring Big 
Brother a step further into the lives of everyone. 

Isn't it time that the city gets serious about 
deallng with the situation on the comer? Despite 

numerous arrests and police swoops and crack- 
downs and press conferences by the mayor and 
"exposes" by the news media, the street scene just 
keeps on thriving. Even the police admit that quick 
fixes won't make the comer more inviting to all 
residents. 

That's why it's so frustrating that the communi- 
ty's plan for a streetworker program at Main and 
Hastings keeps getting stonewalled by some city 
bureaucrats. To deal with social problems, you 
need social programs. If you have a wide variety of 
activities, more people will come and the street 
scene will be diluted - a lesson we learned in 
Oppenheimer Park in making the park welcoming 
for women and families. 

That's not just our opinion: two representatives of 
the city engineering department agreed last week at 
a meeting with Camegie's community relations 
committee that the streetworker program is worth a 
try before any more drastic actions are considered 
for the comer. They understood that clearcutting 
the neighbourhood, or calling in the troops, won't 
solve the problem. 

If the supposedly hard-nosed engineers can see 
that, why are the bureaucrats being so dense? Are 



they just trying to defend their own turf and egos? 
Afterthe protest demonstration against the spy 

camera, residents gathered in front of Carnegie and 
held an impromptu sing-song and party. As well, 
there were tables offering free books and health 
information. The atmosphere was joyfkl and wel- 
coming. 

One veteran Camegie security staff person, who 
has spent years trying to keep the comer safe, 
came out on the steps, took a look and said, "So is 
this the kind of thing (streetworker activity) that 
you are talking about." 

I said yes, it was. 
He watched the happy scene for another moment, 

then said with a smile, "Well, it looks pretty good." 
Yes, it's possible to make things better, but it 

takes courage and vision. The community has 
demonstrated those qualities. Can the city do 
the same? 

By MUGGS SIGURGEIRSON 

DANE CLASS 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 

MOVING - THINKING - FEELING 

ANIMAL GRACE 

Tuesdays, 6:30-8:30 pm 
At Carnegie in the Theatre 1 

WOMEN & HEALTH 3. 

Are you getting Your needs met?? 

For alternative 
Health Care Information 

Call Dian at 258-4109 

(Advocate) 
For Vancouver 

Women's Health Collective 

What does daylight savings time mean in 
Vancouver? 
An extra hour of rain. 

How do they wash the streets in Vancouver? 
Huh?!?!. . . .You're not from Vancouver, are you? 

BANKING IN THE AREA 

One of Camegie's regulars who uses the 4 Corn- 
ers Bank was pickpocketed after leaving the bank. 
Her wallet, with almost $100 and her ID, went 
missing. She eventually got her ID back due to the 
assistance of a man who called to tell her he had 
found her wallet. 

It would be a good idea if the 4 Comers sold bus 
passes, because that is what this lady was going to 
do with some of the money. Thieves watch as 
money is withdrawn and where it's put. If you see 
anyone lurlung around the place who doesn't seem 
to have any reason for being there, take note. If 
you're shopping, put a few dollars in your pocket 
rather than having to take out a wallet each time. I 
know of several instances where thieves have 
entered just that bag, just that pocket, just that 
place in the backpack for money or ID. 
Why not take precise care and put that money 

into an inside front pocket, under a jacket ore 
sweater? Why not wear a fanny pack at the front 
of your waist? Why not take out only a few dollars 
at a time? Thieves watch, and step in when you're 
most vulnerable. 

By DORA SANDERS 



New future for Cordova House 
Over the last few years, Cordova House had 

deteriorated. It was set up to house low-income 
indwiduals who had difficulty in securing safe and 
affordable housing, but was not an 'extended-care' 
facility. The community demanded changes but 
insisted that people not be displaced or removed 
from the neighbourhood if they wanted to stay. 

The BC government, is one of just two provinces 
in Canada that still h d s  and promotes the crucial 
construction, development and maintains social 
housing. There was a process of community 

Cctrnegie Rrowr~ Bag I~isczrssion Series 
and 

End Legislated Poverty present: 

The One Percent Solution 
Towards a National Housing Strategy 

Did you know.. . 
that Canada is the only industrialized country 
without a National Housing Strategy? 

Emergency measures, such as emergency shelters, 
can help -but such measures will not put an 
end to homelessness. 

We need a National Housing Strategy 
in order to eliminate homelessness. 

A National Housing Strategy could increase the 
number of housing units available, and also 
increase the support services for people that need 
housing. There could be funding for new construc- 
tion, renovation of existing units, and subsidies for 
low-income people. 

consultation and the players listened! 
On Monday, March 29, there was a rededication 

ceremony to mark the completion of renovations 
and upgrading of the entire complex, as well as the 
chance for tenants - all 66 of them - to smile, have 
coffee and stuff, and share a good time with the 
movers&shakers. On hand to speak were 
- Jenny Kwan MLA (Vancouver-Mt.Pleasant ) , - 
- Robyn Woodward, Vice-Chair 

(Vancouver/R~chmond Health Board ) 
- Jim O'Dea, Chair 

(BC Housing Board of Commissioners) 
- John Van Luven, Executive Director 

(St .James Community Service Society) 
Each expressed thanks to the many people 

involved in the work to rescue Corrdova House 
and keep it as a necessary part of the Downtown 
Eastside. On a closing note it is very good that BC 
Housing is addressing the myths and attitudes 
about social housing and not turning its back on 
honlelessness as has been done in Ontario and 
Alberta. Kudos! 

. .- - 
/-- - ---. 

The One Percent Solution ... 
.would be the single largest step rewards 

ending homelessness in this country. Anti-Poverty 
groups from around Canada are calling on all 
levels of government to spend just ONE 
PERCENT more of their existing budgets on 
housing than they do now. 

One percent is all it would take to drastically 
improve and increase housing for low-income 
people in Canada. 

Letter-writing ... 
come write a letter to the government calling on 
them to take action on homelessness now. 

The Carnegie "Brown Bag" Discussion 
Group and End Legislated Poverty will 
be writing letters here on 

Monday April 12,12 50-2 :00 
Coffee and sandwiches provided. 



"we must suffer with them" 

we should not look to the bible for moral examples 
david was a mess 
moses was a murderer 
and as for christian' vaunted superior morality 
jacques ellul, a french theologian 
and resistance fighter against the nazis 
said the second world war 
was primarily the fault of christians 
because instead of praying and acting against it 
christians fought for it 
and much the same can be said 
of christians' response to the war on drugs 
a real warfare which has arrived 
at its current oppressive and destructive intensity 
from the arrival 
of the earliest european christians in north america 
who called the aboriginal human beings 
devils and beasts who were fearsome with disease 
diseases spread by the christians themselves 
and the same demonizing language 
was invoked in the christian temperance crusade 
against alcohol 
but 1 wonder how many of us know 
why alcohol is legal now 
since by any measurement of human and social 
costs 
alcohol is the most destructive drug 

but when alcohol was made illegal .5 
it created much worse violence 
and a new well-organized criminality 
and alcohol was never before 
so readily available to children 
but christians thought prohibition was a victory 
and now christians promote the prohibition 
of heroin and cocaine 
and drug addicts are demonized 
as were first nations people 
by the first christians in north america 
but the illicit drug war is far more diabolical 
than alcohol prohibition 
because the drug war and its consequences 
are a global scandal 
and the results are everywhere the same 
epidemics of hivlaids 
property crime 
corruption of police 
destruction of communities 
and overdose deaths 
the illicit drug situation is used now 
as a political tool and political weapon 
an immensely wealthy and powerful 
transnational organized criminal enterprise 
has developed of such magnitude 
that the global economy is now dependent 
on illegal drug money 
and so are local economies like vancouver's 
but the whole drug pyramid bears down 
on the lone addict 
but mostly addicts who are non-white and poor 
those superfluous in the new world economic order 
and in the united states 
the drug war has allowed the incarceration 
of half of an entire generation of young black men 
and in canada 
a similarly apartheid-like percentage of natives 
are locked up for drug-related offences 
illicit drug policies and laws are tailor-made 
for the booming population control industry 
but in the downtown eastside 
there are numerous storefront christian missions 



there is the union gospel mission 
and first united church 
and st james anglican church 
and st paul's catholic church 
and the salvation army 
and a 4square church 
and an annual march for jesus 
and thousands of young christian volunteers 
and the results are that 
drug addicts in the downtown eastside 
have had the western world's highest rate 
of hivlaids 
and more than 90% have hepatitis c 
and while the tuberculosis rate for adults in canada 
is 9 per 100,000 
in the downtown eastside the tb rate is 
132 per 100,000 
and nearly all of the drug addicts who 

conspiracies 

Every Tuesday, I :00-3:00 PM 
Main Floor 

I I April 6 Diabetes 

April 13 Persons with AIDS 
Society: HIV / Hep C 

I I April 20 Asian Society for the 
Intervention of AIDS 

I ( If you have any questions or are interested in 
I setting up an info table, contact Rlka at 665-3003 

live in what has been called 
the most wretched and lethal housing 
in north america 
have backgrounds of severe trauma and abuse 
much of it inflicted by christians 
in residential schools and foster homes 
and since the downtown eastside has become 
fiercely coveted 

wherein christians are directly responsible 
for the displacement of impoverished and 
desperately ill people 
life expectancy is dropping in the area 
an almost unheard of phenomenon 
in a first world nation 
but drug overdose deaths 
are the leading cause of death 
for adults aged 30 to 45 
in all of british columbia 
and the downtown eastside has become 
a slaughterhouse and torture chamber 
and what has been the christian response 
to this preventable genocide 
from which they profit so handily? 
soup and sandwiches 
and flowers for homeless sick prostitutes 
who are being stalked, disappeared and murdered 
by serial killers 
and hot chocolate for dying addicts 
and demoralizing moralq speeches 
before permitting 
malnourished people to eat 2nd and 3rd-hand food 
but christians of course 
are essentially concerned with saving souls 
and to save souls 
in a community of poor people suffering its passion 
a community crucified organ by organ 
is nothing less than obscene and anti-christ 
christian charity is a vinegar sponge 
offered to a tortured slowly dying jesus christ 
jesus was not crucified because he was a teacher 
or a friend or a healer or a man of peace 
crucifixation was a death penalty for social rebellion 
for those who directly threatened 
the religious and political establishment 
jesus deliberately broke laws and violated taboos 
jesus was called a drunkard and a glutton who has 



a demon inside him 
just like a woman I know in the downtwon eastside 
who was told by a good christian 
that she has aids because she's a sinner 
jesus spoke many more scathing parables 
about the rich taking land away from the poor 
and oppressing them 
than he spoke about personal morality 
but I heard the mayor of vanocuver say 
"I follow in the footsteps of jesus" 
and say tt as casually as you or I might say 
we are going to the comer store for a newspaper 
but those are mighty bloody footsteps 
and in light of the execution on the cross 
what does it mean for any of us to say 
'I follow in the footsteps of jesus'? 
and about the downtown eastside the mayor says 
"we have contained those people 
and now we are going to disperse them" 

containing the people created conditions of disease 
and death; dispersing the people will sentence sick 
afflicted people to having nowhere to go 
no relief for their afflictions 
and will spread epidemics 
dorothy day who lived both 
social justice and the works of mercy said 
"the mystery of the poor is this - 
they are jesus 
it is not the decent poor 
it is not the decent sinner 
who was the recipient of christ's love 
but the criminal 
the unbalanced 
the drunken 
the degraded 
the perverted 
in even the lowest and most depraved 
we must see christ 
what right has any of us to security 
when god's poor are suffering? 
while our brothers and sisters suffer 
we must suffer with them 
I was that drug addict 
screaming and tossing in her cell 

World Peace 
For Kosovo 

As 1 look into this void 
what do 1 see 
Some white paint 
and a smattering of you. 
I tried to figure it out 
but you're dead 
What can 1 do? 
I want to write like this 
and yell "instead" 
over and over again. 
I am not like you 
I have to keep moving 
- begin again - a 

more stops and starts 
hearts and the candescent 
You're dead now. 
How can I possibly 
figure that out? 

Leigh Donohue 

beating her head against the wall 
and not because the man or woman 
reminds us of christ 

[of the divine in all of us] 
but because of plain and simple and 
stupendous fact 
he or she is holy" 

Bud Osbom 



Reading Room News 
The Carnegie Library Committee is in the process 

of putting together a book list of fiction and poetry 
titles set in, or dealing with, the Downtown 
Eastside, Strathcona or Chinatown. If you know of 
any titles (new or old) please pass the information 
on to Andrew in the Reading Room so he can add 
them to the list. 

A new mystery novel based in the \downtown 
Eastside has recently been purchased. It's entitled 
"Boomboom" by local author Joseph Ferone. If 
you are interested in reading it, look on the 
Mystery shelf under "F". If all of the copies are 
out you may want to place a reserve on it; you'll 
need a Vancouver Public Library card to do this. 

Happy Reading! 

First Day of Spring 1998 

The mountain ash is budding beside my window 
Branches dead and black now sprout pale new life 
The first day of Spring 
Balanced on the edge of promise. 

But where are the crows 
Who used to wait patiently in the tree? 

The first day of Spring I went into nature - 
Took a rocky path down beside a rushing river - 
Breathed in clean rainy mist - 
Let the sound of singing water soothe my soul. 

The first day of Spring you went into yourself 
Worked and studied, 
Memorized latitude and longitude 
Explained the equinox. 

We came together I wished to dream 
You sulked at the lack of audience 
You said, "Maybe I should go home." 
The game we always played. 

W. Mary Miles 

In The Dumpster 

Greetings fellow binners & binnerettes. 
It seems that we now have a Minister for the 

Homeless. All we need now is a Minister for 
Binners. As your great exalted supreme leader I 
cannot fill the position. 

"Q" is a letter that is really quite queer, 
It only allows a "U" to be near. 
Wherever "Q" goes there's "U" right behind, 
Yes, "Q" is quite qwazy, so just never mind. 
Remember the Golden Rule: The One with all the 

gold rules. 
May The Bins Be With You. And Hey! Let's be 

carefbl out there. 
By MR. McBINNER 

Meteorological experts were predicting a 
gargantuan rain storm that would destroy the 
Pacific NW with a flood. The Archbishop went 
on national TV and said, "This is your 
punishment from God. Prepare to meet your 
Maker." The Prime Minister went on national TV 
and announced, "Our scientists have done all they 
can. The end is near." 

The Vancouver evening news came on and said, 
"Today's five day foreca &....same as usual." 

Few things show respect for others like 
good manners. 
Believe in yourself but don't be too easily 

convinced??!!! 



RED - ALERT llll 

CRAB PARK OVERPASS 
IS BEING DESTROYED! ! ! ! ! ! 
Vancouver Port Authority is 
removing the Border of Shrubs and 
PAVING the area! 

More living plants destroyed! 
Without community consultation! 

To let your concerns be known 

-" 

Jim Nealy or Rob Fitzgerald 
letting jagged wind roll 
letting rot corpse fall 

@ 665-9184 
"seeking the positive side of the negative" 

lettmg mold grow 
letting sapplings take root 
letting snake skin shed 
letting all this happen walking or in bed ,./ 
letting thoughts rise 
letting mud scum slip off sight reveal sky 

, 

The Artists Cooperatve Coffee Nights letting life grow as dying 
lettmg smiles come while crying 

at 
letting songs ascend from deep choking cores "LAST FRIDAYS" GALLERY GACHET 
letting birds fly free from bloody hand 
letting crippled child still stand \ Prose Poetry 88 E. CORDOVA 

letting happiness weep out geen \ Performance 
letting newness come out of what it didn't seem ,, ---- 
letting hope come out of terrors dream 
letting coloured words form out silent scream 
letting dewdrops form on sand and teeny plants on blistered desert 
letting hooded cloak fall on nakedness which wants to wear it 
letting bandaged shoelace sutured straightjacket wounds be naked 
letting velvet satin spring wind caress skin 
letting jungles bubble up from within 
letting hell bound hurt walk free begin 

sparrow 

(between CarralI& Columbia) 

8:00 p.m. 
'open mike' format 

Coffee Donated by 
Starbucks 2980 Main St. 

for further information call: 
Naufus 687-2468 

Admission by Donation 



Class And Solidarity sand. Others become cynical, and still others lash 
out in anger at those closest to them; or at 

&If YOU Have Come To Free Me, You Are minority groups that are themselves powerless. 
Wasting Your Timen Ordinary people have been fighting for human 

rights for over two hundred years, and today we 
have an international business class that sees 
human rights as a restraint on its ability to make 
money. Those with power have divided the 

Noam Chomsky writes-in his book CIass 
Warfhre that today "business tastes blood. They 
think they can roll back the whole social contract 
that's been developed over the past 
century.. . .labour rights, human rights. anything 
other than making profit tomorrow." (p.50) 

Many citizens are aware that the times are like 
an oppressive nightmare. In fict, a majority of 
people are "strongly opposed to everything that's 
going on." Chomsky, (p.57) Often we don't know 
what to do in the face of this global war against 
ordinary people. Some bury their heads in the 

We as Indian people sometimes forget 
Where we come from. 
Our customs, songs, traditional methods 
Lost along the way; 
Caught within the walls of this cement jungle. 

Indian people are dying, trying to find the way. 
Soup lines replace trap lines 
Mighty warriors now hunt in Safeway. 
Warriors who once fought for Mother Earth 
Now fight to stay sober and out of jail. 

Our elected Indian leaders 
Deaf and dumb to our cause. 
How can they work for the marginalized 
If they are dysfunctional themselves? 
Don't let the shell of money fool you - 
Indian ways are not for sale. 

Fred Arrance 

majority of citizens who oppose the unregulated 
market economy into "special interest groups." 
The Canadian Establishment is skilled at turning 
loggers against environmentalists, youth against 
seniors, the employed against the unemployed. 
men against women, frightened cltlzens against 
immigrants, and one ethnic group against another. 
We forget that the mother of all interest groups is 
the business class itself. 
If we are to fight successfblly against the trans- 
national global economy, we have to understand 
our own oppression, and how that oppression is 
linked to the oppression of others - First Nations 
people who are still tryng to negotiate land 
claims, seniors who are facing cuts to pension 
plans, youth who are experiencing huge 
unemployment and severe cuts in incomej low 
income citizens who are suffering from cuts to 
social programs, workers who have no job 
security, see wages falling. and can't find fbll-time 
employment, women who hold the great majority 
of the lowest paid jobs in society, ill people 
neglected by a medical system under siege, 
students who can no longer afford post-secondary 
education, teachers who are frustrated by fifteen 
years of cuts to education, small business people 
who cannot compete against corporate giants, and 
human beings throughout the world who are 
forced to move from one country to another 
because of a global economy that is creating 
unemployment everywhere. 
As Lila Watson, an Aborigine Elder from 
Australia has said, "If you have come to free me. 
you are wasting your time. But if you have come 
because your liberation is bound up with mine, 
come let us work together." 

By SANDY CAMERON 



River of Pain 

The grey wizened junkie holds a copy 
of Kerouac, preaches to the kid who 
this prophet was but the only sound 
is the devastating roar of Junk Lust Falls 
louder than Niagara thundering on Main 
falling eternal with our dead children. 

And Buddha sweeps the sidewalks 
Clears the condoms and orange rig tips I/ 

And Jesus cries on the comer 
And the children die a slow hellish death. 11 

$1 

Forgive your neighbour as she steals your cheque 
you're just being crucified one more time 
in between the rice wine and the rigs 
lies a prayer in the gutter sings Jesus 
how many times must I die? I 

R. Loewen II  
\ I  

Never squander fear 11. 

Take this gift 
a contemporary picture of fertility 
and know we love you 
You could be so much 
of what you're not 
it's true you will  never be like us 
but with this trusty corpse of eggs 
you can word out 
another paradox of change. 
Oh self-righteousness, 
even we are remorseful! 
"Yes Power we are common working folks" 
We care so much we have to lie 
We're forced to! 
Take this old harvest of eggs 
and rise up from that practical 
hard working shame. 
Do as we want 
not as we think 
not as we know! 

Leigh Donohue 

Disabilities 

The W.A.N.D. Society is a grassroots organiza- 
tion in the D.E.S. set up to create and expand 
cultural and recreation programs and activities for 
Aboriginal people with disabilities, and those at 
high risk of becoming disabled from the excessive 
use of drugs or alcohol. As president I would like 
to address some pertinent issues. 
In my opinion there are too many of the same 
non-profits getting continued funding from the 
City of Vancouver and the Vancouver/Richmond 
Health Board to address issues of criminal 
violence and substance abuse on behalf of the 
Aboriginal communitythat lives in the D.E.S. of 
Vancouver. 
Who, may I ask, gives the service providers of 
this area the right to represent us in these import- 
ant issues, especially without consultation from 
the people who are drectly affected by these 
strategies? One important issue is the 

revitalization of the D.E.S. As Aboriginal people 
with disabilities we have the right and the 
capability to make decisions and to represent 
ourselves in the development of strategies that 
affect our conununity, the Down-town Eastside. 
There appears to be a struggle over territory 

among the various groups in the community. Per- 
haps they see themselves in leadership roles. Then 
again, maybe the struggle is only to comer the 
market on the h d i n g .  Poverty can be big 
business and many professionals earn their 
salaries by servicing the marginalized population. 
In this 
particular case, it is disabled Aboriginal people. 

We, the Aboriginal people of the D.E.S who live 
with a disability, do not need our lives controlled 
by these service organizations. We do, however, 
require understanding, support, and direction. 

Fred Arrance 
W.A.N .D. Society, President 



From the Court Register of cases being heard: 

! I------- Plaintiff: Dewar Pacific Projects Ltd 
! 1 1580 Mitchell Rd., Richmond 
) Defendants: Fama Woodward's Development Ltd. 
I and Fama Holdings Ltd. c/o 1 100-505 Burrard, 
1 Vancouver, and Ta Development One (Canada) 
1 Ltd., c/o 2100-11 1 W.Georgia, Vancouver. 
I I -  Claim: $224,73 1.59 builders lien for demolition 
! services provided, ................................................................................................ 

*This is Kassim Aghtai. He should give seminars 
on wealth preservation: Never pay your bills, hold 
out for years, then settle for less, 
*This is Kassim Aghtai, owner of the Woodward's 
and snake who wants to quadruple his personal 
profit while trying to pawn worthless development 
permits and market "luxury" condos to exclude the 
conununity. Any purchaser will immediately be up 
against the same spirit that drove Aghtai out of the 
area - we get at least half or you walk. 

EASTER PARADE - A PROCESSION OF SAINTS AND SINNNERS 

Easter is style, fashion.. also a procession of saints and sinners. For some it can mean sacrifice, rebirth, a 
new day. But no matter the belief, nearly every man and woman carries a burden, a cross so heavy it can 
break the back and splinter the soul. Some try to expiate guilt, flagellate the flesh, curse the gods, or take 
on another cross. 

I've tried many of these escape routes, hopelessly failed them all, but been left with grave problems. The 
greatest is an abiding anger, even pity, for the insensitive sub-humans who, like a Judas, daily betray their 
brothers, sisters and themselves for a few pieces of silver. 

Sam Rorklan 
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Last  month residents of the Glenaird Hotel (73 

units on Granville St.) received illegal eviction 
letters from their new manager, Paul Crooks. It 
seems Mr. Crooks just arrived from Ottawa and 
has a lease from the owner of the Glenaird with 
the plan of turning this residential hotel into a 
backpackers hostel. After being made aware that 
hotel residents are covered under the Residential 
Tenancy Act, Mr. Crooks will now be handing 
out legal eviction letters. This means residents 
will have until the end of May before they have 
to find a new place. 

, Mr. Crooks is probably unaware of the impor- 
tance residential hotels play in reducing home- 
lessness or that the Granville St. neighbourhood 
has in the past two years alone experienced a 
severe loss of residential hotel units (over 370 
units). 

Since July 1996 the Cjty of Vancouver has had 
the ability to regulate the rate of change in the 
residential hotel stock simply be enacting a 

, hotel conversion control by-law. They refuse 
to do so. 

CCAP has continually repeated to council that 
there has been substantial losses, over 700 units 
between 1996 and 1998. Now we have more 
than 170 units to add to this number. All are the 
result of conversion to backpackers hostel or 
low-budget tourist hotel.If you add the closure 
of the North Star the number increase to 200 
units. 

Just recently a city survey of the residential 
hotels confirmed the losses, yet Mayor Owen 
and council played it down as a minor anomaly. 

They also believe, along with some city staff that 
the market for backpackers hostels is saturated, thus 
we will not see further conversions. Well, the last 
month has proven this to be a serious misjudge- 
ment. 

It appears that the summer of 1999 will make it 
impossible for City Council to continue their 

"Campaign of Denial"  
or 

" E v e r y t h i n g  i s  F ine . "  

It will be next to impossible that any new low- 
income singles housing scheduled for 1999 or 2000 
will be able to make up for the rate of loss in the 
hotels. So much for a council policy of no net loss 
in low-income housing. This is especially the case 
for the Granville St. neighbourhood. 

Besides the Glenaird, the Clarence, Jolly Taxpayer 
and Victoria Rooms have all begun to reduce or 
eliminate monthly residents in favour of the more 
lucrative tourist. 

P a c k - U p ,  W e ' r e  M o v i n g  E a s t  ! 

Being that most of the hotel conversions ovkr the 
past few years have been in the Granville St. and 
Gastown areas, there seems to be little doubt that 
Vancouver's low-income, inner-city neighbourhood 
is being dismantled and squeezed into a much 
smaller area. The neighbourhood is essentially 
being reduced and pushed further east. It may not be 
very long before you see the Balmoral Hotel con- 
verted to a tourist hotel. And it won't be too long 
before Vancouver's visible homelessness reached 
epidemic proportions. 



IT  H A S  BEEN N O T H I N G  B U T  DECLINE hifordable /cc~otninod.xion 
Low-Income Singles Housing 
Downtown Core, 1991 - 1998 

(includes hotels and slngles non-market housing. 
excluder seniors and famlllies housing) 

urce Year 
y of Vancouver. 1999. 1998 Survey of low-fncome Housing in the Downtown Core. 



Every day in New York City, some nineteen 
people, on average, file official grievances 
against the police with the Civilian Com- 
plaint Review Board. Their complaints range 
from charges of verbal abuse to allegations of 
illegal searches, use of excessive force, and 
outright physical assault. And every year the 
city pays out more than twenty million dol- 
lars in compensation. 

Nineteen months ago, a Haitian immigrant 
named Abner Louima was brutalized so 
badly by police that he ended up at Coney 
Island Hospital in critical condition. More 
recently, Amadou Diallo, unarmed and 
standing alone in the vestibule of his Bronx 
apartment building, was shot by four police- 

men, who fired a total of forty-one bullets, 
nineteen of which penetrated his body. 

All four police officers who killed Diallo 
belong to Mayor Guiliani's aggressive Street 
Crimes Unit. Their motto, "We own the 
night," has been interpreted by critics as a 
bold declaration of aggression. In 1997 and 
1998, its members performed forty-five 
thousand and eighty-four frisks. These prac- 
tices have resulted in thousands upon thou- 
sands of young black and Latino men getting 
searched for weapons, or as the cops would 
say, "tossed." 

(excerpts from The Perils of Safety, The New 
Yorker, March 22 1999.) 



We, the Bridge Housing Society, are getting ready 
to start construction this summer on our new 
building at the comer of Cordova and Columbia. 

Bridge has been for many months to clear 
obstacles to this project and raise b d s  to make a 
place for battered women and single women in the 
community. . The site also hopes to be the new 
home for the Downtown Eastside Women's Centre. 

We need office space for this phase. We're 
looking for an office or just to share an office 
somewhere in the Downtown Eastside. Any 
assistance or even leads in this direction would be 
greatly appreciated! 

Please call Ruth at the Bridge Housing Society 
for Women at 25 1 - 1978. 

Dear Carnegie Newsletter 
Can you help me? I've been on the run for days. 

There are weird-looking guys with underscuffed 
sneakers who don't smell like everyone else here 
who are hangin' around stealing garbage. I think 
they're looking for clues or something but 
nobody's quite sure. They all have that same look - 
you know - Barely Contained Pathological Rage. 

A few days ago I talked to a guy who said he 
knew, but nobody's seen him since. Maybe it's the 
microchip those bastards put in my head.. . 

Listen, if you talk to a guy by the name of Leigh 
Donohue, tell him about the Wonderfully Vainglor- 
ious and Insensitive Bumpatting Poobah Patrol - 
they have a connection to the really weird guys 
who are confiscating garbage. I lost my special 3D 
glasses 1 use for spotting fascists; no telling what'll 
happen if those weird guys find 'em. 

No matter what happens, remember everything. 

More Deceptive Bullshit 

PADDLE WHEEL EXCURSION 

On March 18, 1999, a group of people from the 
Carnegie Community Centre gathered on 
Camegie's front steps at 8: 15 to go to New 
Westminster. Once there we boarded the Paddle 
Wheel on the Fraser river. 

An employee on the Paddle Wheel gave an 
informative talk while we floated on to Fort 
Langley, three hours away. The Camegie staff 
were extraordinarily helphl, attentive, well- 
prepared, patient and very kind. There were 
refreshments and activities; including photogra- 
phing one another, drawing and board games. 

When we landed at Fort Langley, we spent a 
couple of hours sightseeing, including admiring 
creations in an art gallery. 

In April, 1999 there will be an exhibit of our 
adventure on the third boor of Carnegie Centre. 
This will include a display of our photographs and 
drawings. 

Again, a most heart-felt thank you to the caring, 
sensitive and well-organized Carnegie staff. 
Also, thanks to Ruth McGibbon for printing this 

in Camegie's Computer Lab! 

Anita Stevens 

What do you call blue skies in Vancouver? 
A 30 second time out. 

A newcomer to Vancouver arrives on a rainy 
day. She gets up the next day and it's raining. It 
also rains the day after that, and the day after that 
She goes out to lunch and sees a young kid and, 
out of despair, asks, "Hey, kid, does it ever stop 
raining around here?" The kid says, "How 
should I know? I'm only 6." 
"I can't believe it, "said the tourist. "I've been 

here in Vancouver an entire week and it's done 
nothing but rain. When do you have summer 
here?" 

"Well, that's hard to say, " replied the local. 
"Last year, it was on a Wednesday." 



Way back in the late 1970's, when the Camegie 
Community Centre was first being discussed, 
there was opinion expressed at city hall that the 
Downtown Eastside didn't need a library. Some 

city councillors had the impression that the 
neighbourhood wasn't interested in books. 

"People in the Downtown Eastside don't read," 
said Counc. Marguerite Ford. "It's like throwing 
money down a rathole," said Counc. George Puil. 
How wrong they were. 
The Camegie Library is a real treasure in our 

community - one of the most successful and 
heavily-used libraries in the entire Vancouver 
library system. It's always crowded with avid 
readers. The book collection is tailored to this 
neighbourhood - social collections of Asian and 
First Nations' writings, lots of paperbacks, good 
encyclopedias and reference works. The Camegie 
L i b r a ~  staff is motivated and really knowledge- 
able about our needs and wants. They create a 
welcoming atmosphere for residents who can't 
handle big impersonal institutions. 

We also enjoy special borrowing arrangements at 
the Carnegie Library so you don't have to have 
extensive ID or run up crippling debts for lost or 
overdue books. 

All these benefits are under threat now because 
the urging of city hall staff. It's all part of a good 
news-bad news scenario in the city's "revitalisa- 
tion" scheme for the Downtown Eastside. 

The good news is that the city is contemplating a 
new branch library in the StrathconalDowntown 

wider range of street activity back onto Hastings, 
as well as provide more library power for the 
neighbourhood. 

But here's the bad news the new branch library 
would be expensive to run, so the library board is 
thinking about taking away some of the staff and 
even some of the soc~al collections from the 
Camegie Library and transferring them to the new 
branch. As well, full access for Camegie Library 
users to the citywide library system could be 
curtailed. 

A new library branch is a good idea, but not at 
the expenself our one-of-a-kind facility. Six blocks 
up Hastings would not be that accessible for a lot 
of residents who have trouble getting around. 

The Camegie L~brary is unique in that it is 
funded by the city's Social Planning department 
money - not by the library board. That's money 
intended for the Camegie community. 
The Camegie Community Centre Association 

has tried talking sense to the library board, but 
they will not guarantee that the community's 
wishes will be respected and Camegie protected. , 
(In a 1 1 fairness to the library board, it's the city 
that is pushing for the new branch library. The i I 

library board's priorities for new branches are 1 
Mount Pleasant and Champlain Heights.) 

If there is to be a new branch library, it will have 
to be okayed by voters at the next cap~tal funds 
referendum in November. There's still time to 
impress on City Council how vital is the Camegie 
Library. 
If you know any city councillors, please call or I 

write them and tell them what a unique resource 
the Camegie Library is, andthat it shouldn't be 
touched (except, of course, to make it even 

I 

better). 

Bob 
- -- - _" ____ 

What do you call two straight days of rain in 
Vancouver? I An average weekend 1 

Eastside area, probably several blocks east of %at did the Vancouver native say to the 
Main on Hastings Street. This would help bring a Pillsbury Doughboy? 

"Nice tan " 
-. - 

I 



b 
The law of entropy states that all order eventually 

decays. Although D.T.Suzuki wrote extensively on 
~ i n z a i  philosophy, particularly about the method 
of illustrative koans, he talked little of meditation. 
Nyogen Senzaki, a Japanese pioneer, set up his 

floating zendo in Los Angeles where some beatniks 
first sat. They later taught others to meditate in the 
Zen tradition. 

The beatnik movement was an intellectual 
movement, whereas the hippies were a political 
movement. The beatniks, however, lived in the 
political turbulence of the Korean War, the 
McCarthy communist witch-hunts, the beginnings 
of the Vietnam conflict and conscription. 

Soon breaks began to appear in the solid faith of 
Zen. Gary Snyder quit, stating his belief that 
"religions are nine-tenths fraudulent and respons- 
ible for various social evils." Indeed, the Buddhist 
Church in Asia is a land-owning entity and the 
promise of kensho (enlightenment) is a carrot 
dangled on a stick in front of people who exchange 
their manual labour and donations to finance the 
monks' security. 

Ngoyen Senzalu, who rejected the format of 
conventional monasticism, disdaining what he 
called "cathedral Zen", was himself unable to stop 
from opening zendos. Many beatniks sought to 
meditate in the setting of their natural lives, rather 
than in the context of some gossipy group, yet 
confined themselves to the obligatory, ritualistic 
phrases required to make food purchases 

Jack Kerovac was born and raised a Catholic; he 
wrote modem-day sutras but William S Burroughs 
observed that Jack was at his best when he used 
his native poetic talents to brilliantly describe this 
and that.. but after he became a Buddhist Jack's 
writings were mere reversions to Buddhist termin- 
ology. In the last years of his life Jack went back to 
his French-Canadian Catholicism and committed 
suicide through drink. RH Blyth, another famous 

beatnik poet, also committed suicide. 
There is a Japanese term in Zen Buddhism called 

"bompu" which refers to the lowest form of medit- 
ation. That is when one meditates without caring 
about the Buddha or giving a shit about the accom- 
panying philosophy. Even in bompu, the Buddha 
Nature is still present. It sounds like a convenient 
way to ensnare enthusiasts with an independent 
approach to direct contact and manipulation from 
the established Buddhist priesthood. It's like a 
Christian saying that it's not good enough to pray 
and read the bible.. you've got to go to church as 
well. 

Time moved on: McCarthyism passed into history 
and the Vietnam War and the hippie movement 
engulfed a lot of residual beatnik personalities and 
ideals. The original transparent lucidity of Zen was 
overwhelmed by the "New Age-ness" of - Bhakti, 
Vedanta, mantra, commercial tantra, TM, etc. 
Today there are still beatniks, older people who 

were in their 20's in the 50's and are still interested 
in Zen and a lifestyle that values meditation, 
marijuana and sex. 

By DEAN KO 
Zen and The Beat Way by Alan Watts; Charles E.Tuttlet 
Books, 1997. 
This Is It by Alan Watts; Pantheon Books, 1960 
Big Sky Mind: Buddhism and the Beat Generation by 
Tonkinson Carol; Riverhead Books, 1995 
Tricycle Magazine; May 1993 



they l i k e  m e  

the enemies in our community 
the guys who run the 24-hour stores 
late at night 
the stores my friends campaign against to close 
but i make them legitimate businesses 
1 don't cause any trouble 
don't ask for credit 
i'm not looking for anything 
but life 
cereal 
and they see me on 
they're arabs 
hired by cliff bowman for kassam aghtai 

and every arab 
I've ever lived with 
has been a fearless killer 

omar was a communist revolutionary 
he fought machine gun battles 
in the streets of beirut 
and after he was released from prison 
in a prisoner exchange 
came to toledo and tended bar 
in a bikerlstripper downtown dive 
owned by arabs 
then omar and one of the dancers 
made it together 
and the stripper's biker boyfriend 
came over the bar 
with a broken bottle 
and omar pulled a gun 
from beneath the bar 
and calmly shot the biker 
in the head 4 times 
and omar said 
you see what i mean w a b n  
i kill this guy 
over a yeah. ago 
and he's still causing me trouble 
making me go to court 
but ornar got away with it 

and amer's father 
was cofounder 
of the skyjacking pflp , 
the popular liberation front of palestine 
and amer had been a teenage terrorist 
who was tortured 
and blew up the house 
where the men : 
who pulled out his fingernails 
were asleep 

and amer would say 
come with me to beirut 
I'll get you a job 
there are very long lines bread 
and you can get paid 
to stand in line for someone 
and then when you're in line 
yell SNIPER 
and when everybody runs 
you move up in line 
it's easy 

amer and i met 
in nadir bitar's class 
revolutionary ideology in the 3rd world 
khaddaffi wanted biter 
to work with him in libya 

and louie my stepfather 
says of himself 
1 been a thief all my life 
he runs rackets 
sells black market .38s 
straightens guys out 
and hit a man so hard with his fist 
it killed him 
and one night 1 broke down 
i sobbed my whole hcked up life out 
in louie's arms 
the only time I've ever done that 
and it didn't matter 
if louie understood or not 
he was strong enough 
to take it 

Bud Osbom 



death of a citizen. They too praised the tens of 
thousands of decent people working as police 
officers, but called on this vast majority to stop 
turning a blind eye to excesses of some police. The 
current mayor of New York is Rudy Giuliani, who 
has stated that "dispersal (of low-income and street 
people) is not an effect of our policy, it is our 
policy." He accused the demonstrating politicians 
and others of holding a "publiclty stunt" saying 
that New Yorkers don't accuse the cops of being 
brutal.. . "They say police are just rude!" 

"Ah yes. That must be it. The cops are rude. It 
Neighbourhood News was awfully rude to turn Abner Louima upside 
*Brazil? Deb Mearns, director of the Neighbour- down and shove a wooden cylinder So deep into his 
hood Safety Office, has been invited to go to Brazil rectum he almost died. That was very rude. And it 
to talk about the work being done here with youth Was ruder still to corner Amadou Diallo and shoat 
at risk and living on the streets. It's interesting that and shoot and shoot and shoot and shoot until he 
someone so far away can have such respect for was very, very dead. That was really rude. 

what's being done here while local bureaucrats (the "And Lani Soto, a Brookh high school student 

mayor, chief of police, the provincial prostitution interviewed a few weeks ago7 thought it was quite 
unit, the attorney general) can't seem to bring rude when a uniformed officer pushed her up 
themselves to acknowledge this. It's as crass and against the doors of a subway train and got his 
myopic as money can make it but the dearth of kicks fondling her sexually. And John Padilla, who 
bureaucratic responses to the skyrocketing had done nothing wrong, thought it was rude for a 
incidences of child prostitution - buy&sell sex - is police officer to slam him face-first to the sidewalk 
just too ugly and real for people to deal with. with such force he was blinded in one eye. 
Brazil has little in the way of social programs or "Rude. " 
even a safety net but it looks like the local people This is reprinted here to be aware that reports of 
there trying to deal with the obscenity of child & incidents of questionable search & seizure and 
youth exploitation see that a frontline worker is assault and detainment can lead to either charges 
more helpfbl than importing the bureaucratic against over-reacting police or to indifference. 
mentality of Owen, Chambers, Dosanjh and others When rent-a-cops routinely hassle people for being 
* In general I respect and value the work that in the wrong place or assault people for not doing 
police do. If you're the victim of crime, who else what these wannabees slobber about, it's 
do you call? An article came in from Michael unacceptable. When some cops colour all police by 
Bohnert and a card that people are being given to similar dictatorial tactics and assaults, their being 
hand to police. Both concern the experiences of bonified constables doesn't make it any better. 
many people that some police persons engage in Part of the reason why drug pushers and users 
irregular or even illegal actions regarding search & hang out outside Camegie is because it's just safer 
seizure, detainment, confiscation of property and even though there's likely as much of a turf war 
unnecessary or unreasonable force. going on among various street gangs here as 

Bohnert enclosed an article from the New York anywhere. This scenario leads directly to getting 
Times that described the actions of a former mayor the streetworker program going. The seeming 
and several city officials in that city following the 



denseness of a few city bureaucrats in insisting on 
it being located and working just at Pigeon Park to 
satisfy the tourist-trap mentality of 
GastownKhinatown business interests is pretty 
sad. It's also time to get this program going. If 
removal of these few bureaucrats is the price to 
pay, you won't find many empty hands. 

- 

RED 
I saw you today 
That is to say, 

I saw you in a new, more revealing way 
Your mojo wasn't working today 

Girl power took a holiday 
Your crimson lacks a sunburst red 
Once full of life appear quite dead 

Your pale complexion and glossy eyes 
had lost all power. 

What a surprise, at least for me 
1 did not like what I had to see. 

I felt you stole my fantasy. 
let me down by letting me see. 
Your petty, cheap, abusive side 

The filth and mire that lived inside 
The queen like woman was no more 

In her place a red headed whore 
Dwelling in the devils' den 

Feasting on what was once my friend 

HOLLY WOOD 

A curious fellow died one day and found himself 
waiting in the long line of judgment. As he stood 
there he noticed that some souls were allowed to 
march right through the gates of Heaven. Others, 
though, were led over to Satan who threw them 
into the burning pit. But every so often, instead of 
hurling a poor soul into the fire, Satan would toss 
a soul off to one side into a small pile. After 
watching Satan do this several times, the fellow's 
curiosity got the best of him. So he strolled over 
and asked Satan.. .. ." Excuse me, Satan," he said. 
"I'm waiting in line for judgment, but 1 couldn't 
help wondering, why are you tossing those people 
aside instead of flinging them into the fires of hell 
with the others?" "Ah, those.. ." Satan said with a 
groan. 'They're all from Vancouver; they're too 
damn wet to bum yet." 

Tell me what I say 
Tell me what I say 

I can't play a dealing game 
Pushing rocks sweet cocaine 

Seeing people half outa their brain 
Lining my pockets with other people's pain 
Creeping the streets like some kind of ghoul 

Workin' with cum drunk bitches i and crack head fools. 
Tell me what I say 
Tell me what I say 

I can't play no pimping game 
Having my sweet woman live in shame 

I could always live that way 
A tender trap a good slap 

And that bitch will pay 
Her mind body soul under my control 
Hit it one time then out on the stroll 

Butt there's no track rats sleep'n in my bed 
I even go there I'd wake up dead 

My old lady is tough like lead 
Did you get that boy? Tell me what I said 

Hollywood 



Politics of Reflection 

04 *To d e G i n e  your glove size, measure 
(in inches) the circumference of your 

hand (not including the thumb) and 
order the closest size, e.g., a c i ~ u m -  

ference of 73/4" would he size 8. 

Love is layered with so many things: Passion, 
fear, trust, memory, present, past and future 
emotions. How do you have future emotions? 
Simply by thinking about them.. simply by loving 
them. The present can be futuristic in the scientific 
sense of a Steven Hawkings or your own dreaming. 
Martin Luther King had a dream. Perhaps all 
thinking is merely dreaming as an expression of 
your own present. Franz Kafka's dreams were not 
quantifiable except as love and love is not quantifi- 
able at all. Riddles and rules, contradictions and 
truths, philosophy with art as opposed to science 
with human oppression. 
What I want is a love of speech for all of us in 

this shitty world of experience and industrial 
memory. No more mechanistic psychology that 
only bleeds death and destruction. Say no more to 
manipulative politics (so called left or right ) that 
have more to do with personal insecurity than 
social change. 

I will attack those class distinctions that justify a 
continued separation of our poor. I will do my best 
to protect needy human beings from those who 
want to justify their own over-consumption. To 
think of over-consumption in the material sense is 
only to shame yourself for buying two pork-chops 
instead of one. Two beer instead of one, two no 
name craft dinners instead of one.. even two flaps 
instead of one. 
What I am talking about is the over- consumption 

of information being used as a control over your 
life. The so-called information age or the new 
world order is now properly seen by everyone as 

just another Poor-bashing age. All classes collect 
information and then dole it out to their humble 
masses like free shopping bags. The rich use them 
to shop and the poor use them for garbage. Ideas 
and expectations are shipped into this town every 
day. They come on ships, appear on TV or get 
played on radlos. The method of distribution may 
vary but the insecure working class reality is the 
same. It seems that we of the working class are 
even more susceptible to this disease. Our low self 
esteem sets us up everyday. The rich and powefil 
of this capitalistic society share their information 
amongst their families to maintain what they 
consider to be their natural rights. We on the other 
hand use this so-called valuable information to slap 
each other in the face with lies and innuendoes. 
The upper crust of all capitalistic societies have 
been practicing solidarity among themselves since 
at least the French Revolution but we, the modem 
working class, are ashamed of the word. Perhaps 
we should be? We seem to be intimidated by our of 
our own power while at the same time letting 
others use it against us. We have learned to hurt 
ourselves. We are becoming our worst enemy. The 
upper classes love it! 
What are my own goals and objectives? I m not 

going to run over to Commercial Drive with a beer 
in one hand, a joint in the other, a rifle slung over 
my chest and somebody else's wallet In my pocket 
yelling "Send in the clowns." I want to work in 
collectivesl; collectives that at least try to promote 
real change; collectives that let all of us work 
together in a way that actually allows everyone to 
say their peace; collectives that actually like people 
and treat them as equals. We need to organize. not 
bastardize. 

I'm not interested in groups of individuals that 
want to spread more bullshit because their precious 
ego's got damaged or their beer's going flat. I will 
not trust any more groups that won't build collect- 
ives because they are afraid of losing control. 
United we stand, divided we %ll; right now, 
brothers and sisters, we're falling fast 

By LEIGH DONOHUE 



DOWNTOWN STD CLINIC - 219 Main; Monday - Frlday, 10 a m .  - 6 p.111. 
EASTSIDE NEEDLE EXCHANGE - 221 Main; 830 a.m. - 8 p.m. every day 
YOUTH NEEDLE EXCHANGE VAN - 3 Routes 
ACTIVITIES City - 6:45 p.m. - 11 :45 p.m. 
SOCIETY Overnight - 1230 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. 

Downtown Eastside - 530 p.m. 1:30 a.m. 

1999 DONATIONS Libby D.-$90 
Sam R.-$20 Nancy W.-$20 Agnes -$6 
Margaret D.-$25 Shyanlala G.425 
Jenny K.-$18 ,Joy T.425 Eve E.420 
Rick Y.-$25 Jennifer M.-$20 Val A39 
Thomas B.-$16 Harold D.-$3 Pam-$30 THE NEWSLETTER IS A PUBLICATION OF THE 

Rolf A.-$35 Bruce J.-$18 Susan S.47 
CARNECIE COMMUNITY CENTRE ASSOCIATION 

Kettle -$18 Sonya S.-$60 Beth L.-$25 
Atlicles represent the views of conbiblrors 
and no1 of ma Association. 

Nancy H.-$18 BCTF-$10 Yukiko-$10 
DEYAS$20 PRIDE-$20 Wm. B.-$ I8 
Heather s.-$35 BCCW-$20 Bill G.-$80 Submission Deadline 
Wisconsin Historical Society -$20 
Anonymous -$3 

for next issue 
Moliday, April 12. 
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m c h  16. I arrived home and was happy 
to see the DERA newsletter had once 
again been delivered to my door. An 
minous picture on the front cover of a 
drilling rig off Crab Park brought home 
the fact that the provincial government 
was indeed going to squander millions 
of dollars on trade and convention ex- 
pansion. 

On page two the Urban poet, Derrick 
Brown, proved once again that poignant, 

I wality poems can be produced without 
;sing the F word for &heap shock effects. 

Page three presented a picture of MP 
~ibby Davies, Susan Wong, and Terry 
Henley whooping it up at a Year Of the 
~abbit celebration. Yes, everything 
looked as it should in the Downtown 
~astside's second most popular News- 
letter ;=) 

But wait! What is this on page 5!! 
Frank Gilbert standing shoulder to 
shoulder with Gordon Campbell and two 
other liberal bigwigs in DERA's hallowed 
hallways!!! 

The intrigue of this photograph 
snapped through my mind like a perpet- 
ually ricocheting rubber band, trigging 
of thoughts of Caesar visiting the 
Christians in the lions den; of the 
Beastie Boys attending a Spice Girls 
concert; of Rush Limbaugh having tea 
with Mrs. Clinton.. . . 

Then, as the cobwebs and dust settled 
in my mental chambers, I saw the poten- 
tial significance of the photograph. 

Here was a politician who knows that 
, the Downtown Eastside feels extremely 
1 let down by the provincial NDP, and who 

LEGACY 
The Pender Detox, shut and still. 
It stands like a symbolic 
gravestone to the overdosed 
dead who once walked and lived 
and loved in our community. 

LEGACY 
Six Mile Ranch; good agriculture 
land taken out of preservation 
and turned into an earthly 
whore for golfers and condo 
time-sharers. 

Joan Sawicki (Burnaby-Will- 
ingdon) spoke out against it 
but no other NDPer so much as 
raised a whimper. 

LEGACY 

We don't want slot machines, 
but we're sure as hell getting 
slot machines forced upon our 
cities. 
They (Clark and his gang of 
gutless sycophants) want to 
turn us into little tinhorn 
gamblers; like a sort of 
graduation from lottery ticketr. 

Tim Stevenson (Van-Burrard) 
spoke out against it but still 
no other NDPer even raised a 
whimper. 

So when you boil it all down, 
Sawicki and Stevenson are the 
only two members of government 
who haven't abandoned their NDP 
roots and deserve reelection. 

The rest g0tta go. 

This was smart Grassroots 
was offering an alternative party to politicking at its best, and 

for in the next election by person- all we can say of the gesture 
If 

coming to the offices of DERA and is: Gordon, lend us Your ears I 
acknowledging that this community before, during, and after the 

is an important part of a Riding that next provincial election." 
fjght bring his party to power. 



Help make a poster that represents what 
volunteers do at Carnegie Centre. It will be on 
display at the Vancouver Central Library. All 
interested please come to the Volunteer Program 
office on the 31d floor and see Jessica or Lisa. 

"IV Positive" 
A Community Produced Documentary 

For Injection Drug Users 

"IV Positive" was shot documentary-style and 
intimately tells the real life stories of Bill, Lori, Ed 
and Jacob, active addicts living in the Downtown 
Eastside. While participants in the video, Lori, Ed 
and Bill are also-members of the production team, 
and through their day-to-day interaction with their 
doctors and the agencies and services th ey access, 
present vital information on HIVIAIDS, harm re- 
duction and reducing the transmission of disease. 
The documentary has the following segments: 

Getting Tested * Safe Fixing 
What is HIV and AIDS * Safe Sex 
Finding a Doctor * User Groups 
Finding a Support Group * Eating hght  
Learning About Hep C * Finding Food 
Seeking Recovery * Staying Clean 
Dealing With Meds 

(Please note that the Safe Fixing scene may be a trigger 
for some viewers There is a significant warning in the 
lirleo prior to this scene.) 
This documentary is available to the IDU 

community through the network of social and 
health agencies with which they are in contact. To 
find out more about the video or how to integrate it 
into your organization, please contact: 

Denis Paquette or Carmen Henriquez 
Crossroads Productions 

Tel. (604) 709-0970 
Fax (604) 709-0970 

If we say it enough does it mean that it's true? 
Or do you have to plan it out, stuck on like glue? 
If we steal it now, who will we blame? 
Or is the plan part of the stealing it was the same? 

Nothing is failure safe but is it ever to frustrate us? 
Walking in circles isn't the way to get out. 
And we seem to be scared of all we'll never know 
As if circles in circles aren't shackles holding 
Gulliver down. 
Lilliput in your beanbrains 
Brobdingnag in your screams 
Superstitions round illusions 
Created by accountants obscene. 
And all we claim as a price paid by time 
Where only the thief wears a watch. 
Now by Lilliput's towers 
The jabbewock is holding mirrors 
Babbling forever 
Over numbers and signs. 

Mark Oakley 

She is Angel of God 

I'll miss you sweet girl. You were a picture of 
pure beauty. 1 never thought I would be saying 
goodbye to you. Now your pain is gone, and I'm 
left with memories of spring days. 

Oh sweet girl, you were a fiiend to me but now 
you're an angel of God. We'll be united one day. 

To my Auntie Diana May Green, love always. 

Your niece, Marie Lands 



The World-hnous Farting Clock 

lt was a bright Monday morning witth blue sky 

and fluffy white clouds, but my day ahead looked 
bleak. I was hungry and I had no money. I spent 
my last dollar a week ago and it was still two more 
days until welfare. Glumly I sat in the hotel's 

kitchen and observed myself. The black 
bitter coffee swished around in my empty stomach 
with every grumble & growl. 

Monk, another tenant, came in, shoved a slice of 
pizza in the microwave and slammed the door shut. 
Thirty-four of us shared the kitchen with a table 
and one chair. Pointedly he looked at my empty 
coffee cup and asked gruffly, "Are you finished?" 
"Yes. Do you want my chair?" 
"It's not your chair!" he exploded. 
I sighed wearily, rinsed my mug and went back to 

my room. I sat down on the edge of the bed and 
started to brush my hair. The room was hardly 
larger than a parking space. It had a single bed, a 
wobbly nightstand and a grimy brick wall for a 
view. On the chipped and stained nightstand, next 
to my curling iron, sat a brown plastic filing box. 
It held my treasure - a recipe collection. I fancy 
myself as a good cook, and for years I clipped 
recipes - in case I ever have a kitchen of my own. 
But now they've turned into a life-coping device: at 
night when I'm hungry and it's impossible to take 
my mind off food, I read one of those recipes, close 
my eyes and then swirl into my imaginary kitchen 
and start to cook. Lst night I baked a batch of 
cinnamon rolls with apple and chocolate chips. 
Usually I drift into sleep as I daydream about food. 
Dressed in jeans, t-shirt and rumbling stomach I 

headed to the Women's Centre. On Mondays they 
serve hot fodder. When I stepped through the 
urine-soaked entrance, the reeky brew of stu@ air, 
disinfectant and the dubious odors from the kitchen 
hit me. I stopped for a moment to get a grip of 
myself. 

"What're you standing there for? Sign in! You 
should know that by now!" the receptionist scolded 

me. "Yes, Ms. Lashing Tongue! I do it right now!" 
"Are you weird or something?" she hissed as I 

scrawled down my name on the list. I bit back my 
tongue. Once I saw a woman banned for two days 
for throwing a moldy muffin back into the kitchen. 
Now I don't even dare to comment on the cook's 
blatant favouritism. 

I scanned the chalkboard to see what's for lunch. 
The same crappy hot meal - meat patty & rice. I 
joined the line-up. The place was packed with a 
jostling, hungry crowd and women scampered back 
& forth in the narrow, cramped hall. The line 
moved fast and the cook dished out the food to us 
with a gusto of tossing away a tissue after she'd 
wiped her ass. Finally, back at the table with a 
plate of fdder  in front of me, I frowned 
disappointedly.. it was hardly more than a snack.. 

After the meagre meal I decided to go for a stroll 
in Gastown and visit the worlds famous farting 
clock. Watching busloads of tourists with 
itineraries squeal childishly at this marvelous 
invention never fails to cheer me up. 

As I passed the Spaghetti Factory 1 slowed down 
to gawk and inhale the mouthwatering smell. The 
waiter fussed over the gay patrons as they nibbled 
on freshly baked garlic bread, sipped wine and 
finished their pasta splatter free. 

Next came the packaged meat and shredded 
lettuce sub shop. It's not like home cooking but I 
would have settled for one I sniffed the air. 
Nothing. Just the exhaust fumes from traffic and a 
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whiff of grilled smokies from the hot dog stand 
farther up the street. It's the hardest to pass. I 
gravitated toward the sizzling smokies and peeked 
under the hood. About half a dozen juicy smokies 
had stripings already scarred on their skins; they 
were ready to eat, ready to be bundled in soft white 
buns and garnished with relish and rings of hot 
pepper. The hotdog man smiled - "Can I help ya?" 

I swallowed and eyed the smokies wistfidly. 1 tend 
to keep my problems to myself, but my stomach 
was churning. A glimmer of hope gave me the 
courage to ask. "I'd like to have one.. I have no 
money, but.. " 1 faltered as his expression turned 
gruff and mean. "I'll pay you back. I promise! 
Please trust me!" 
"Get lost woman! No begging here. You 

understand?!" He wagged his grilling tong 
menacingly. 

1 turned away with a heaving chest and trudged 
toward the clock. The narrow street was like a 
baked brick canyon. There was no breeze and the 
scorching sun seemed relentless. The heat ripples 
blurred shapes and colours and played visual tricks 
on me. The strolling crowd weightlessly glided by 
and the trees shimmied in the haze. 

I milled about the clock. It struck two bells and 
whistles announced the rising fart. The steam 
swirled, curled into balls, lingered for awhile, then 
lazily floated toward the sky. Excitement rose 
along with the rising mist. People posed, clicked 

cameras and videotaped the event. 
To my surprise some elated ones joined hands and 

started to chant, hop and wing their arms wildly. 
'One, two, three 
The steam clock is for us to see 
From the bowel of the city 
We celebrate Thee.' 
As I watched this merriment a waiter came along 

with a plate of lambchops and offered it to me! 
Instantly I grabbed two chops and devoured the 
fragrant, tasty meat. It was so tender that it 
practically melted in my mouth. I licked and 
sucked on the bones and when I looked for more an 
angry voice jolted me to my senses. 

"Hey You! What do you think you're doing? 
Move on!" 
Puzzled, I looked around. There was no singing 

and no celebration, just a multitude of hostile 
staring at me as I leaned over the restaurant ra~ling 
taking food from the nearest table. 

I hunched up my shoulders and scurried away. 

By ANGIE JOY 

A VANCOUVER EAST FUNI)RAISIN(; 
DINNER & TRIIICITE TO BEN S WANKE Y 

DatedkTime: Saturday, April 17,6;30 
Location: Maritime Labour Centre 

1880 Triumph, Vancouver. 
Cost: $40 

Ruflet dinner, dessert auction, swing music! 
Speakers: Maude Barlow, Council of Canadians 

Libby Davies, MP (Vancouver East) 
Ben Swankey, of course! 

More info: Janet 435-0147; Fred 682-6501 


